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Congratulations on investing in your personal wellness!
With health, everything is possible. Without health, you are always
struggling to get it back. It is most important to create and maintain a
strong immune system. The dense nutrition in all these products does
that in spades!

Bird's Eye View
Over the years I have noticed that many people come into Isagenix,
love the products and get overwhelmed with the large volume of
information that is spread around on various websites. That’s why
I have taken the time to put together this simple path of short
articles in a specific order. It is designed to give you the information
you need to get a fast start and early success. Each article is just a
few pages long. Some have forms attached (where needed.)

Each article focuses on ONE subject.
Select one that you find interesting and helpful. Or skip around.
Or come back to ones that you want to review. You can go fast
or go slow.

IMPORTANT POINT: We are all uniquely different.
We each have different educations, understandings, talents,
backgrounds, ages, interests and needs. This community is dedicated to
supporting and celebrating all of our unique differences while providing
tools for each of us to grow into our fullest potential.

Therein lies our strength... to combine all our differences to one purpose:
Creating optimum, hassle-free health and freedom for all.

For now, just know that there are 3 flows of training:

1) Yellow = Product Experience

2) Green = Business Training

3) Blue = Intentional Manifesting

A bird's eye view puts
things in perspective.



Value Pak includes a 30-Day Basic Pak and a lot of
extra products, plus a free blender.

Basic Weight Loss Pak will transform your life.

You are in the yellow Product Experience Section
Here you will find everything you need to give you a
foundational understanding of the products and what they do.

Once you see the difference in the packs as well as how the core
products work, you'll easily understand how the many other Isagenix
products fit in and how they can be used.

Put the products to the test.
What are your goals? Weight loss? Lean muscle? More energy?
Youthful aging?

Knowing what you want to accomplish will help you choose
the best way to get started.

Following are my top suggestions. You will find the
specifics for each pak clearly laid out in the section
entitled: Sign-Up Forms.

These sign-up forms will also give you everything
you need to help others get started.

The Basic Weight Loss Pak is a 30-Day Basic Pak.
It will transform your health from the inside out.
You'll see results in the first 4 to 5 days and by the
end of the month you'll wonder where all the fat
disappeared to and the energy came from. It includes
one 9 Day program and enough shakes and other
products to last you a full month.

The Value Pak includes a Basic Weight Loss Pak.
It has a lot of extra products including
Daily Essential Vitamins with IsaGenesis
(our telomere support product.)

It also has meal bars, healthy energy drinks
and more. A full description is on the
Sign-up page for Value Pak.

This is the best value.
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The Forever Pak is easy health.
You have enough shakes for one full shake
meal every morning, plus a 30-day supply
of IsaGenesis for telomere support, our
healthy aging product formerly known as
"Product B. You'll definitely notice a difference
in your energy.

The You-Choose list gives you Options.
It is a list of products with their cost and point values.
It was designed for customers to easily substitute
anything in the Forever Pak. Or add to their other
orders.

A lot of college students replace the telomere
product with e-shots, BEA (our other energy drink)
and meal bars. College students are totally
focused on studying and getting through exams.
Reversing aging is the last thing on their minds.

FYI - Thousands of millenials are supplementing their incomes or
paying off student loans with the income derived from sharing
Isagenix. See the Green BUSINE$$ TRAINING to find out more.

Race to Maintenance.
This pak is a basic 30-Day Basic Program with an extra bottle
of both Cleanse For Life and Isagenix Snacks. This enables
you to do 6 cleanse days per month, rather than just 4.

Invite a few friends to join you.
The company does no advertising and will pay you bonuses for
referrals. You could get half or even all your products paid for.
To find out how that works, check out the Fast Start section
in the Green Business Training.

Another FYI - Most people find they save approximately
$200 a month on food.

À votre santé! – (To Your Good Health!)

- Udana Power
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Forever Pak is Easy Health

Plus

Race-To-Maintenance give you back-to-
back 9-Day Cleanses for a month.
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